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Introduction
Annual costs for tuition at colleges and universities continue to increase at rates faster than
inflation. Households’ net worth and ability to pay for children’s college education has been
severely compromised as a result of the financial crisis and recession.
For the first time in generations, young adults in the United States are no longer attaining
postsecondary education at a higher rate than their parents.i For students in low-income
households the challenge of obtaining a college degree is especially difficult. Families
making less than $20,000 face an average cost burden of at least 44% of their annual
incomes for four-year public universities, even after factoring in grant aid.ii
In addition, despite high expectations for college, lower-income families are less likely to
accumulate college savings than higher-income families. Some 92% of parents believe that
it is “likely” their child will receive a higher education, but only 32% of parents making less
than $35,000 are actually saving for their child’s college.iii
Credit Unions can play an important role in encouraging education savings, particularly
among lower- and moderate-income members. As trusted community financial institutions,
Credit Unions hold an important opportunity to promote, spark and capitalize on increased
college savings activity in a demographic market that has traditionally been underserved
with access to easy-to-use, appropriate savings tools and products.

Executive Summary
GoalMine is an opportunity for Credit Unions to engage with the college savings
marketplace through a new and innovative portal. GoalMine is a web-based savings tool to
help people save for educational as well as other life goals. The concept of GoalMine is to
make the savings investment for college easy to understand, affordable to all income levels
and simple for family and friends to help. It utilizes the power of social media to reach out to
family and friends and the convenience of investment “gift cards” for family and friends to
provide help and support.

Opportunity
Offering more user-friendly account options, especially if combined with incentives, can
provide encouragement for families to save. Many education savings products (including
Coverdells, 529 college savings plans, and IRAs) have traditionally been housed with
investment companies and have a process to go through to have a plan established and
deposit account set up. The plans offered lack the convenience of other gift choices such
as gift cards, checks, cash etc. Grandparents and other friends and relatives who may want
to help children save for college do not have a convenient and easy way to dedicate funds
specifically toward that purpose.
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If Credit Unions were to partner with a company that could give members convenience and
allow parents, grandparents, friends and relatives to begin saving toward higher education
for themselves or a child, they could create a new market by fulfilling an unmet need and
helping members begin to save for college. In addition, this could possibly generate another
source of revenue for Credit Unions.

Environmental Scan
There are numerous investment vehicles for individuals to save for life goals, including
education. Though they can have important benefits, these investment vehicles can be
confusing and expensive, and do not offer a convenient way for family and friends to
contribute. For instance, investment accounts cannot generally be accessed by making
deposits at local Credit Union branches. The financial providers of these investment
products often do not have bricks-and-mortar storefronts in local communities. Instead,
deposits must be transferred electronically or mailed. However, some families are unable or
unwilling to make online or wire deposits, and mailing deposits can be unwieldy and slow. In
addition, these investment products usually have a minimum deposit requirement, which can
be a barrier for low-income families who may only have a few dollars at a time to deposit.
Many Credit Unions offer Coverdell Education Savings Accounts (formerly known as
Education IRAs) which allow members to make contributions and allow interest and
dividends to be earned tax free. However, Coverdells have not gained significant market
presence and have not bridged the savings gap for members.
Similarly, Credit Unions are hindered in linking members with 529 college savings accounts.
These accounts are offered and administered by state governments in partnership with preselected investment companies. With rare exceptions, Credit Unions have effectively been
shut out of the 529 marketplace.
Many financial advisors offer investments to clients to build wealth for a variety of purposes
including retirement, estate planning, and saving for children’s college education. College
Savings outside of 529 or Coverdell savings account lack the tax deferment advantages the
above mentioned accounts offer. In addition, these accounts lack the convenience and
social networking components that Goal Mine possesses.

Solution
The solution is GoalMine.
Filene’s i3 team, in collaboration with GoalMine, is launching an innovative savings and
investment platform that:

•

Puts college savings or other investment goals on a gift card for the first time
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•
•

Lets friends and family help people save using innovative online social
networking tools
Provides a state-of-the-art and easy-to-use online portal that unlocks marketing
and customer insight opportunities. See appendix A for screenshots.

Member Benefits
•

A low $25 minimum initial investment (not the $2,500 industry average)

•

Makes it possible to purchase or give mutual funds on a convenient gift card

•

Is focused on real-life goals, not financial jargon

•

Is socially networked, with fundraising features that allow users to track and share
progress online and solicit help from friends and family

Credit Union Benefits
•

Innovation: Provides platform for first-ever retail gift card approach in investing

•

PR: Great story for leveraging in marketing and Public Relations

•

Customer Insight: Goal-centered approach means deep insight about customer financial
aspirations

•

Cross-Marketing: Opportunities to leverage customer data for cross-marketing of other
products such as mortgages, loans, transaction accounts, and more.

•

Revenue: New revenue streams from gift card sales and Goalmine referral revenue.

•

Young Customer Acquisition: Gifting model can lead to new CU members as older
members buy cards for younger family members.

•

Low barriers to participate – no need to start a relationship with a Broker.

Target Market
GoalMine will be marketed to Credit Unions initially as a vehicle to reach out to their
membership base, with a particular marketing focus on college savings (though offering
flexibility for the full range of savings goals). Credit Unions are a logical choice to reach a
wide variety of income levels, especially those of modest means, and their trusted status in
communities lends weight to messages encouraging college savings.
The product will be launched as a pilot program among a few credit unions to understand
the impact this product will have on the marketplace, the ease in distribution from the credit
union to the membership, and how well the product is received.
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Operational and Other Considerations
•

The sale of gift cards

•

Any revenue stream for participating credit unions

•

Reports from GoalMine to participating credit union that provides details of membership
goals selected in GoalMine that can be used as marketing opportunities for the credit
union (ex. Life goal is a home – market mortgage product to the member)

Proof of Concept
Our team is currently talking with several credit unions with interest in piloting the GoalMine
solution with their members. Metro Credit Union in Springfield, MO and People for People
Credit Union in Philadelphia, PA both plan to launch the pilot by November 1, 2010.

Getting Started
Pilot credit unions will be provided the following items in which to proceed:
• A link to the GoalMine website and video where they can gain a quick understanding of
how the product works and the benefits to their members
• A due diligence packet for GoalMine and its affiliates
• Turn-key marketing materials that each credit union can brand with their logo
• Instruction on how to order GoalMine gift cards for their branches
• Reporting from GoalMine in regard to the members who participate in the program

Marketing Tactics
GoalMine created and will make marketing materials accessible to participating credit
unions. Credit unions can utilize this material to reach out to members
•
•
•

of limited means
with children in their household
who have savings accounts established and may be looking for better terms or
investments
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Project Team
The team members who worked on this idea are:
Paul Ebisch
Assemblies of God Credit Union
pebisch@agcu.org

Mike Kenzie
Patriot Federal Credit Union
mkenzie@patriotfcu.org

Bob Morgan
North Country Federal Credit Union
bmorgan@northcountry.org

Jane Kennedy
Utilities Employees Credit Union
jkennedy@uecu.org

Leigh Tivol
CFED
ltivol@cfed.org

Rimmy Malhotra
Gratio Capital
rimmy@gratiocapital.com

Yaron Ben-Zvi
Gratio Capital
yaron@gratiocapital.com
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Appendix A

Above
is a screenshot of the main GoalMine page

Once the member logs in, they will see the above account details.
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A member can create their own goal. The above screenshot shows the first step of
creating a goal.

The second step in creating a goal is determining how they want to create a plan.
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The next step in setting up a goal is determining how long the member has to reach
their goal and how much they need to contribute to meet the goal.

Once the length of the goal and amount is set up, the next step is to determine how the
member wants to invest their money.
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The last step is to understand and accept the terms and conditions of the site.

Once the goal is set up, members can track their progress as shown above.
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Members can choose to contribute to their goals using GoalPacks, as shown above.

The member is able to set up privacy and display options for each goal. This allows
them to make certain information public if desired.
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Through the GoalMine site, members can add video to their goals for others to view.

Friends and relatives are able to purchase GoalPacks to help members save for their
goals as shown above.
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Members are able to view account transaction history as shown above. This will allow
them to keep track of their goals in the same manner that they would a regular checking
or savings account.

Finally, members can view their monthly account activity statements.
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